Roller Coasters

**Steel Vengeance**
The world’s longest hybrid coaster that packs in almost 30 seconds of airtime—the most on any roller coaster in the world—along with twists, turns and close calls during the 2 minute, 30 second ride. Drop 200 feet at 90 degrees and topple through 4 head-over-feet inversions through wood, steel and mayhem.

**Fury 325**
At over 1.25 miles long, Fury 325 is America’s longest steel coaster. The average ride time is 3.25 minutes, and the ride crosses both North and South Carolina state lines. Fury 325 does not let up during its full throttle swarm!

**Nitro**
This megacoaster features a massive 230-foot first drop that is followed by seven camelbacks, each producing plenty of joyful airtime. The height of the seven camelbacks starts at 189 feet and become progressively smaller as Nitro flies along the out and back layout at speeds of up to 80 miles per hour.

**Twisted Timbers**
Steel and wood combine forces to bring you Twisted Timbers. This hybrid coaster is the first of its kind in the mid-Atlantic and uses the latest technology to combine wood supports and steel track to give riders an experience that is impossible on a traditional wooden coaster.

**Lightning Rod**
Screaming up its lift hill at an attention-grabbing 45 miles per hour, Lightning Rod takes hold from the get-go and never lets up. The world’s first launched wooden coaster (and as of 2020, only launched wooden coaster), its opening moments are merely a prelude to the orchestrated chaos about to ensue, quickly hitting 73 miles per hour and navigating some seriously wacky elements.

**Madagascar Mad Pursuit**
This ride is filled with high speed dips and dives in the dark while going over 90 miles per hour. The experience begins at the backstage of the circus, where the performers are preparing for their show, featuring Madagascar’s characters Alex, Marty, Gloria and Melman. The fast-paced coaster takes riders through a chaotic adventure with a track full of incredibly fun twists and turns.

**Thunderbird**
Thunderbird launches riders from zero to 60 miles per hour in just 3.5 seconds. Then multiple loops, rolls, twists, and turns begin—including a 14-story Immelmann loop, zero-g roll, barrel roll, and the tallest vertical loop on any wing coaster.

**Nemesis**
Inverted on the track, Nemesis carries dangling thrill seekers around 250 tons of tangled steel. Ride one of the best roller coasters in the UK as it corkscrews, spins and loops. Unlike most coasters, this ride keeps you close to the ground. Dive into an underground tunnel and hope that your feet don’t touch the river that flows beneath!

**Manta**
The theme of this flyer roller coaster is inspired by Mantas and the underwater flight of these powerful creatures. Guests on Manta are placed in a horizontal “flying” position and then hoisted up 140-feet to begin a journey that includes four thrilling inversions at speeds reaching nearly 60 miles per hour. At times, the track on Manta soars so close to the water below that the train’s wings actually skim the water.

**Leviathan**
On this record-breaking giga coaster, riders will ascend a heart-pounding 306 feet to make their way to the highest peak in the park, where they’ll be face-to-face with a steep 80 degree drop. Before they know it, they’ll be racing down the track at incredible speeds of up to 91 miles per hour.